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An approach to the theory of subparacompactness i  presented he=. This approach allows one 
to understand the notions of jubexpandability and to generalize a theorem from [6]. We also give 
an answer to a question from [S]. 
In [Z-J the equivalence of several conditions generalizing paracolmpactness i  
proved. In particular, the following is shown there: 
Theosern 1 [2]. For a topologi :a1 space X the following condl’tions are equivalent: 
(a) each open cover of X hc s u-discrete closed refinement covering X. 
(b) each open cover of X h!c sa o-locally finite closed refinement covering X. 
A topslogic space X is sa d to be subparacompact [2] if it satisfies (a) or (b). 
It seems that we obtain the I :onditions (a) and (b) by replacing open sets by closed 
sets in the corresponding char; cterizations of paracompact spaces [7]. However, the 
following approach appears to be more appropriate. 
Definition 1. A space X is subparacompact if for each open cover % of X there 
exists a countable closed cover 8 of X such that, for each E E 27, the restriction of % 
to E (IpclE = (C&E: U E %}) h; 1s a locally finite closed refinement in E covering E. 
Clearly, the condition (b) at Theorem 1 is, equivalent o the condition given ii: 
Definition 1. Thus, our defin itlon of subparacompactness i  equivalent to the 
definition from [ 21. 
Using the fact that discrete c :osed covers are open and (a) of Theorem 1, we get 
L A regular space Xis , *ubparacompact if and only if for each open :over % of 
X there exists a countable close, r cover 28 of X such that, for each E E g, %\E has a 
locally finite open in E regnemel Etcovering E. 
hermore, let us notice thiit the nc tion of &refinability defined in [8] can be, 
to an cbserliration from [&I, defined as fiollows 
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efinition 1’. A space X is B-refinable (= submetacompact) if for each open cover % 
of X there exists a countable closed cover 8 of X such that, for each E E S?, %IE has a 
point-finite open in E refinement covering E. 
A general way of defining sub-properties given in Definitions 1 and 1’ suggests 
efinition 2. A space X is collectionwise subnormal (subnormal) if for each discrete 
family ZF of closed subsets of X (consisting of two elements) there exists a countable 
closed cover 8 of X such that, for each E E 8,SlE has a pairwise disjoint open in E 
expansion. 
Standard methods can be used to show that if we add the requirement that the 
interiors of elements of %’ cover X, then we obtain characterizations of the cor- 
responding properties (paracompactness, metacompactness, collectionwise normal- 
ity and normality) in T1 spaces. 
The following simple propositions illustrate the concepts introduced in Definition 
2. 
roposition 1. A space Xis subnormal if and only if any two disjoint closed sets can he 
separated by Ga-sets. 
osEtion 2. Perfect spaces are collectionwise subnormal. 
We shall prove Proposition 2. Proposition 1 can be proved in a similar way. 
roof of Proposition 2. Let 9 be a discrete collection of closed subsets of a perfect 
space X. Put E0 = US and let {En}nbl be a sequence of closed subsets of X such that 
X\& = Unal En. It is obvious that the restriction of 9 to any element of 8 = 
(E,,: n 3 Ol) has a pairwise disjoint open (in this element) expansion. 
Proposition 2 shows that collectionwise subnormality is a very weak property. In 
the next lemma, we use standard reasonings for collectionwise normality to obtain 
some stronger characterizations of collectionwise subnormality. 
. For a topological space X, the followlng conditions art? equivalent 
(1) X is csllectionwise subnormal, 
(2) for each discrete collection g of closed subsets of X there exists a countable closed 
cover 8’ of X such that, for each E E g, 9lE has a discrete open in Eexpansion, 
(3) if “II is a collection of open subsets of X and 9 is a discrete closed collection 
refining %, .+‘zen there exists a countable closed cover S!? of such that, for each 
S)E has a discrete open in E expansion consisting of elements whose closures refine %, 
(4) for each discrete cohection .F of closed subsets of X, ere exists a countahle 
.family (-V,,),,*l of open expansions of Ssuch that X = Unrl E,,, where En is the set of 
all x E X that are not contained in two different elements of V,,. 
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The condition (4) was disctsssed in [6]. Note that our terminology is different ithan 
the terminology in [6] (the space obtained by removing (ml,o1) from (w I+ I. )* is 
countably compact, hence ex )andable but not subnormal, hence not subexpandable 
in tihe terminology from [6]). 
Prarof of Lemtna 2. It is easy ‘0 see that (1) is equivalent to (4) and that (3) implies (2 j
implies (1). Hence, it remain i to prove that (1) implies (3). 
Let 9 be a discrete collecti Jn of closed subsets of X refining an open collection %. 
Using (lj, we can find a tour table closed cover 8” of X such that, for each E’ E 8’, 
9(E’ has a pairwise disjoint o’len expansion “Ir’(E’j in E’. Clearly, we can assume that 
each T(E’j retines %. 
For E’E ‘is’, let A = iJ iFn.S’ and B = E’\U yf ‘(El). Using (1) for {A, B),, ‘we can 
find a countable closed cove. S(E’j of E’ such that, for each E E 8(E’j, there is a 
V(E) open in E satisfying A nE c V(E) c v(E) c E\B. 
It is easy to observe that V’(E’jI V(E) is a discrete open in E expansion of 8:IE and 
that closures of elements of this expansion refine %. Thus 8 = U {%‘(E’j: E’ E 2%“) is a 
countable closed cover of X satisfying (3). 
The following characteriz ition of subparacompact spaces generalizes the non- 
trivial part of Theorem 3.2 c f [6]. 
Theorem 2, A *space X is sut panacompact if and only if it is collectionwise subnormal 
and &refinable (submetacon ipact). 
Theorem 2 corresponds tc a well-known characterization of paracompact spaces 
proved by Michael and Na,;ami [4, Theorem 5.3.31 (cf. [8, Theorem (iii)]. The 
method of Mi&ael and Nag2 mi is used in the proof of the sufficiency in Theorem 2. 
The proof of thl: necessity is easy and resembles the proof that T1 spaces having the 
property that each open cove r iras a locally finite (even cushioned) cltised refinement 
are collectionwi se normal. 
Proof of Theore As we have observed, it is easy to prove that subparacompact 
spaces are 0-rel e ([S], see also Lemma 1) and collectionwise subnormal. 
Assume that % iq an open cover of a e-refinable and collectionwise subnormal 
space X. 
Since X is e-refinable, tht:re exists a countable closed cover 8’ of X such that % 
has a point-finite open refinl;ment in each element of this cover. 
Let X’ E Vand let gY. be a point-finite open in X’ cover of X’ refining %’ := % IX’. 
Since 8’ is coun-:able, it is sulficient o find a countable closed cover 8 o 
all’ has a locally finite closed refinement on each element of %!?. 
Consider the set of all x E ’ which do not belong to k + 1 different elemcnrs 
of w. 
We will prove, by inductil,n on k, that for each k 2 0 
(*kj there exi:,ts a countable closed cover & of X’ such that, for each E E &, there 
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exists a locally finite open in E collection “y,(E, covering E,Xk and consisting of 
elements whose closures refine %?I. 
Clearly QcO) issatisfied. Assume (*k). In each element E of 
can be decomposed into a closed discrete collection refining and, consequently, 
(?V. We can use the condition (3) of Lemma 2 to finid 8 countable closed cover 
E such that &+I = u {g(E): E E &} witnesses (s?~+~). This completes the inductive 
proof. 
Put 8 = Ukal E’k ]Xk. For E E &, ( vOXk : V E ‘y;(E)} is a locally finite slosed 
cover of &Xk refining %‘. This finishes the proof for 8 is a countable closed cover of 
X”. 
Our approach allows us to answer a part of Question 4 from [S]. 
Theorem 3. If f: X + Y is an open finite-to-one mapping of a regular space X onto a 
hereditarily subparacompact space Y, then X is a subpwacompuct space. 
In the proof of Theorem 3 we will use a reasoning from [3] ancl induction similar to 
that used in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let f: X 9 Y satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2. We will 
prove that X is subparacompact by showing that it satisfies the condition from 
Lemma 1. 
Let Xk be the set of all x E X such that f-*:(x) contains at mlost k elements. It is 
known [l] that X = U kzcl Xk, each Xk is closed in X and f is perfect as a mapping 
from Xk+l\Xk into Y\ f (Xk) for k B 0. 
We will show, by induction, that for each k 3 0 
(*k) for each open cover % of X there exists a countable closed cover &(%) of X 
such that, for each E E 5&(s), there exists a locally Arz4- llrG open in E collection ‘y;c(E) 
covering E,Xk and refining %. 
Clearly (*0) holds. Assume (*k) and let % ije an open cover of X. Let &(%) and 
V,(E) for E G &(cld) be collections atisfying (*k) with respect o %. 
We can assume that, for each E E %‘&Q there exists a set V&(E) open in E such 
that X&Z c ‘yk(E)c &(E)c U?&(E). If such a set does not exist for an E E 8&B), 
then we can use regularity of X, (*k) and a reasoning resembling the proof that 
paracompact spaces are normal to replace E by a countable closed cover of E 
consisting of elements with the desired property. 
Consider the restriction g off mapping Xn = X\Xk onto Y. = YV(Xk). Since g is 
perfect on X k+lnXe and Yg is subparacompact, i  follows that there exists a 
countable closed (in Xg) cover & of Xe such that, for each E# r=’ sigp, there exists a 
collection Sr,(E,) of open subsets of Eg locally finite in X0, refining ‘III and covering 
EgnXkel. 
Let Z$+l(oEI) = {(& u X&E: Eg E S!&, E c %‘k (%)}. Clearly &+,.(%) is a countable 
closed cover of X Furthermore, ‘y*,(E,)I(E\ &(E)) u Vk 
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finite open in (Eg u X&IS refinement of % covering (Ee u X&,EJCk+l. Therefore 
(*k+l) is satisfied. 
To prove thzlt X is subparacompact, take an open cover % of X and countabk 
closed covers &(631) of X satisfying (*k) for k 2 I. 
Consider the: countable cover 8 = u k21 &(%)lXk of X. Each element of this 
cover has, by the correspcnding (*k), an open locally finite cover refining Q. Thus; 
from Lemma 1, it follows :hat X is subptiracompact. 
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